I. Motion
   A. Motion presented
   B. Motion seconded (if necessary)
   C. Question
   D. Debate
   E. Vote
   F. Announcement of results of vote

II. Actions on a motion
   A. Friendly amendment
   B. Formal amendment
   C. Table the motion
   D. Postpone consideration of the motion
   E. Withdrawal of the motion
   F. Reconsideration of a motion

III. Voting on a motion
   A. Call the question
   B. Move the previous question
   C. Types of voting
      1. Call for consent
      2. Voice vote
      3. Call for division
      4. Roll call vote

IV. Incidental issues
   A. Point of order
   B. Point of information
   C. Parliamentary inquiry
   D. Appeal

V. Privileged motions
   A. Question of privilege
   B. Recess
   C. Adjournment
   D. Fix time of next meeting